Meet our new team of volunteer associate editors, listed in alphabetical order by last name.

**Dr. Anderson Ávila** received his BSc degree in Computer Science from the Federal University of São Carlos, his MSc degree in Information Engineering from the Federal University of ABC and the PhD degree from INRS in Canada. In 2022, he joined the Mixed Research Unit on Cybersecurity, a joint initiative between INRS and UQO as a tenure-track Assistant Professor. His research interests are in data privacy via federated learning, combating misinformation, and robustness of biometrics systems.

Email: Anderson.avila@inrs.ca

**Dr. Lin Dong** received her Ph.D. degrees in robotics from Sorbonne University (UPMC, Paris 6), France, in 2017. She received her M.S. degree in College of Control Science and Engineering, Zhejiang University, China, and Mechatronic Systems for Rehabilitation Engineering from Sorbonne University (UPMC, Paris 6), France, in 2014. She is currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at the Guangdong University of Technology, Guangzhou. Her research interests include surgical robotics, human-robot interaction, and deep reinforcement learning.

Email: lin.dong.upmc@gmail.com

**Ms. Jane Dong** is a PhD Student in the field of multimodal human-robot interaction at the Guangdong University of Technology, Guangzhou. She received her Bachelor’s degree in Marine Resource Development and Technology from Shandong University in 2019, and her Master's degree in Automation from Shandong University in 2022. Currently, she is pursuing her Ph.D. degree, and her research interests include human-robot interaction, artificial intelligence, as well as machine learning. She is an IEEE student member and a student member of IEEE SMC.

Email: yanling.dong2@gmail.com

**Dr. Wen Qi** is an Associate Professor at the South China University of Technology, Guangzhou, China. She received her Ph.D. degree in Biomedical Engineering from Politecnico di Milano, Italy, in 2020. She has received numerous awards, including the 2021 Best Transactions Paper Award of the IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems and the Best Paper Award at the IEEE International Conference on Advanced Robotics and Mechatronics in 2020. Her research interests include artificial intelligence, multimodal data fusion, deep learning, wearable medical devices, multiple sensor fusion, human-robot interaction, and cyber-twin networks.

Email: phyllis.wenqi@gmail.com

**Dr. Hang Su** received the Ph.D. degree in Bioengineering from Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy, in 2019. He is currently a Full Professor in Guangdong University of Technology, Guangzhou. He serves as Associate Editor for several journals and conferences (e.g., IEEE Transactions on Automation Science and Engineering and the IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems). He was a recipient of the Outstanding Interaction Paper Award at the IEEE ICRA 2022, the 2021 Best Transactions Paper Award for the IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems, and the Best Conference Paper Award in Advanced Robotics at the IEEE International Conference on Advanced Robotics and Mechatronics in 2020. His main research interests include human-robot interaction, sensor fusions, deep learning, and bilateral teleoperation.

Email: suhangscut@gmail.com